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Preamble :Call to Listen  
 
 On the long way from Elmalaheya to Tansa in 
order to take the microbus to Banysweef, then to 
Cairo , Samy , one of the literates villagers who 
obliged himself to point the way to us ,asked  a 
question which later effected deeply in ourselves . He 
asked” Why you are conducting a report about 
women in countryside” …our answers seemed to 
be drawled but we felt in that moment these were 
coming from our inside : “ Because the Egyptian 
library is out of an issue retails the tales & 
conditions of these women”. We go on for long 
time…. Tens of trim books & issues have passed 
throughout our minds which suggest to you that you 
are about to reach your goal. When your eyes drop 
down the title and the tight introduction in which the 
author derides the other issues talked about the rural 
woman as it had no connection with the real life 
women live in and the posed women cases are 
too far from the women of that country. He who 
overthrow the first pages will be surprised that what 
he is reading has no connection with the rural; 
woman, But it is the author’s imagination.   
Such conceptions, in fact, limit the vision of many people 
to the reality & needs of rural women ,So these visions 
predominate the means of dealing with their problems in 
the theoretical level.. 
Some of the petticoat supporters, for instance, do not see 
the rural women but such human being who has neither 
will nor personality as men’s ability which represented in 
father,brother,husbend and sometimes son . 
The references of those people is almost stacks of 
aphorisms and proverbs which reflect the social case in 
which these stacks have been arisen leaning on the 
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Egyptian common proverb” the woman’s opinion provides 
nothing but backwardness”. 
The  stage’s slogan  as to those people is that rural 
woman must struggle to be released from the handful of 
the man and this is the woman’s way to freedom and 
proves her existence. 
Some others are more optimism and see that the 
planter woman is half of the society and partner to the 
planter man in cultivation of the land and raising up the 
cattle, but for pity she is ignorant, illiterate and needs to 
extensive classes of realization to quit washing kitchen 
ware in the slough water ,circumcision of girls and the 
continuous childbearing!!. 
Third party thinks that all the rural woman’s problems 
are limited in her  non realization the important of cards 
..identification card , election card and any other card may 
be imagined .In this case she does not need any thing but 
to know how to take out cards in order to participate in the 
administration of the society. 
Fourth party found himself able to represent the genus 
of women as a whole including the rural woman ,as that 
party is the most ability to talk on behalf of her in all 
forums , national and international conferences which aim 
to “study the effect dilemmas of the rural woman in theory 
and application” emphasizing on the global character of 
the bad case which women live in. 
In addition to the  previous direction there are some other 
party see that rural woman becomes have no problem 
since the conductivity of  the electricity ,generalization of 
development and spreading of the small projects ,classes 
of obliterating the illiterate, developed clubs, increasing 
the proportion of the woman representation  in elections, 
so no problem subsists but some of the essential 
problems such as the right of the rural woman to be a 
sheriff, such problems the march of time will be sufficient 
to solve it. 
 All these conceptions rounded in our minds, we looked at 
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Samy and one of us whispered ”the Egyptian library is 
out of real issue retails the tales and conditions of 
these women”. We do not need only to approach to the 
reality of the rural woman  but also to study the method of 
that approach. We need to put down our visions about 
these women, repudiate of our cultural heritage based on 
that we are the party of most track ,qualified to teach 
these women how to practice the life. These women, stay 
on the dark corners of this country, are a real school of 
patient , wisdom and denial self which tens of doctrinaires 
of woman and human cases stand before it unable to 
believe. How does it come? a girl in thirteen age ables 
to establish a balanced life among a number of people 
ruled by a contradicted and connected relations  in the 
same time I.e. husband ,mother in law, sisters in law, 
children and sometimes second wife, they all live in the 
same house. How does for such girl to shoulder a chain 
of burdens without interval, to serve at family home , 
farm, barn and to serve children. How does it come? a 
girl in her twenty age lives the rest of her life raising up 
the children after the death of the husband without 
thinking for a moment about her needs…How does she 
get the food of her children and how does she insist 
firmly to teach them although she was not learned  and 
hardly got the day food. How does she accept at the end 
to live lonely at home and keeping work however she 
becomes old as she know that the sons, whom she 
bestowed them all her youth and life ,can not help cause 
they have wives and children. Who did  teach those 
illiterate women to set up their own economic projects 
which stand strongly before the changes of the time. Who 
teach those women to eliminate from their dictionaries 
the  human values such as privacy, leisure, fulfilling 
the fundamental needs and self attainment ??!. It is an 
unwritten culture heritage the women acquire in 
countryside. A heritage was made by poverty ,bad 
conditions and the longing to challenge the fate games. 
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 We won’t know the value of that heritage unless we 
hear the women retailing their stories which, each of 
them , represent a figure of the adamant struggle. We 
need to hear with the ears of the science student not 
the expert’s ears. By this way only we will be able to 
know the lay of evil which these women found long time 
ago and we will be able to take part with them in looking 
for the corrective. In that time only it may be useful to 
use what our minds full of ability to analyze or 
theorize and what our hearts full of ardor and whirl. 
 This report is an attempt to hear and understand. 
Its sources are a group of women live in an Egyptian 
village ,  Elmalaheya  located in Beba station ,subordinated 
to Banysweef governorate. Each of these women 
represents a different generation ,different conditions , 
different tale and different lesson in shifting the conditions. 
In the end of that report we have no recommendation but 
pressing invitation to who it may concern and worried 
about the Egyptian rural  women “ If you have a hope to 
help these women ,to enlighten the dark corners of our 
countryside ,you must know their reality. If you want to 
approach this reality you must hear them carefully. 
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Firstly: The report general frame work 
 
Rural woman stayed for long centuries affords lonely 
nom burdens ,affords patiently without complaint to 
anyone …Pains began as sharp results for  the changed 
policies which the countryside every while passes by ,  
that policies neither  concern for her existence nor her 
position in the family as a party suffers doubles and 
doubles of burdens what the men suffer from. Among 
these burdens there are : the paid and  unpaid work inside 
and outside home . In the application of that policies the 
women’s burdens increases instead of improves their life 
conditions ,even they bear the most hard negatives 
these policies carry.  
The rural woman passed silently in her career and 
continued in carrying all  burdens of the fate and the hard 
impacts of the applied policies in the countryside, hopping 
in tomorrow which carries the dream of change and 
equity for here sons , daughters and village she lives 
in. the last of these burdens and pains was the law of 
leased land ,which deprived a great part of them and their 
families from the relative insurance of humanity rights 
which the land they was possessing secured. 
Notable ,the woman who has land feels that she is more 
secured from the economic point of view, it help her in 
facing the social crisis such as divorce and widowhood. 
Ownership of land economically and sociologically make 
her income and position preferable within and out side the 
family ,it increases her negotiation ability with others. 
Possessing land enable woman to get loans and make 
various projects, the importance of possessing woman 
or her husband the arable land in the countryside is very 
important ,not because the woman works several and 
hard hours when works in others arable, but because the 
poverty burden fall in the first grade upon the families who 
do not own or lease arable  land. 
A study in 1996 figures that the family maintained by 
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woman, which forms 16% of the families number in 
countryside ,the poverty plane in it is double its plane 
within the families maintained by men. The same study 
also figures that 70% of the families number in 
countryside ,which maintained by woman ,cannot get the 
fundamental needs of food and non food commodities .As 
a result ,one of the improving means of the women 
conditions in countryside ,is offering the chance for men 
and women to possess the arable land.  
The possessing of the arable land ,whether leased or 
owned, is an important matter because it is considerer 
the base of the agricultural production and a fatal 
element as to increase income and It is an important 
source for another production sources. Many studies 
proved that land productivity increases if it is owned by 
who is possessing  it, as it produces food and life for 
the family. When families in countryside possess land 
,the alimentary assurance is insured to the family. The 
land produces the crops, which farmers sell in markets 
for money which they using it to buy the family needs. 
They spend it in medical care, education and other 
services. Also land is the help to raise cattle,        
livestock and namely the participation of woman, in 
the latter activity. is highly considered , woman 
gathers,seeds,waters,harvests,grades,stores and finds the 
market Thus the possessing of land as to family in 
countryside enables it to live and insures job opportunity 
for woman. Law No. 96 ,as seen before, deprived the poor 
family from such security, as a result woman was affected 
and deprived the social insurance and security. Also the 
makers of that law did not put into consideration the 
retardation of  rural woman’s  conditions and 
circumstances. In other side the modern agricultural 
policies have ignored the conditions of rural woman 
and the amount of their effort in the agricultural 
economy or the production in Egypt, for example(2): 

- Woman is undertaking 40% of the animal 
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production       in Egypt, 
- Woman forms 45% of the charged labour of 

cotton production,  
- Woman forms 40% of the required labour to 

produce crops in Delta, 
- Woman forms 75% of the required labour to 

harvest the clover’s crop in Egypt, 
- Woman performs 83% of paddy agricultural 

works , 
- Woman performs 85% of seeding & storing 

wheat works, 
- Woman performs 72% of seeding &fertilizing 

corn works and 
- Woman performs 45% of preparing soyabean 

works. 
She also performs many other works ,in eliminating 
grasses from crops, preparing the land to plant most 
of crops, defeating epidemics, gathering the crops, 
carrying and storing crops. In addition woman performs 
the housekeeping works, breeding, begetting kids and 
many  others of burdens. 
The Egyptian  peasant, who affords all these burdens ,has 
 been affected more than others  by application the law of 
land ,as it affected negativism on her economic and social 
conditions. 
Notable, the amount of worked peasants in agriculture 
sector has reached in 1990 to 2859353 woman ,These 
women work in their families possessed land .The number 
of paid work women ,temporary and permanently, has 
been quantified in a sample research about 95000 
woman,  according to that research the total number of 
worked women amounts to 2954353 woman. 
The law No. 96 has affected on the conditions of these 
women, as it deprived some women or their husbands the 
possession of the land ,accordingly the different conditions 
of woman’s life have been tumbled and the burdens are 
increased much more than it was before the application of 
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law No.96, Specially when known that great number of 
families in countryside are maintained by women and  
such families can not find the fundamental needs of food 
commodities. In the same time, the woman opportunity in 
getting loans from the agricultural development & credit 
bank is too low in comparison with men. It is sufficient to 
refer in, that respect, that men have obtained 88% of total 
productive loans to 12% for women, also men have 
obtained 84% of investment loans to 16% of that loans to 
women in the same year. 
undoubtedly, this percentage has been decreased as to 
women after the application of the law ,because  the 
possessing land opportunities has been decreased as a 
result to the application of that law, as the land is the only  
guarantee in obtaining bank’s loans. 
The peasant women in Egypt are a category represents 
nearly about half of the population and this category is 
subdivided to many groups : 

- Those women who work in their husband or 
others  land. 

- Those who possess land, owning or leasing. 
- Those who works in the village’s houses or sets 

up a private project to fill the needs of the village 
as selling the Tameya (Egyptian cake),fruits or 
fish …etc 

Hence, how could we apply a law in Egypt with no 
concern to all these given matters ,breaching rights of 
categories are whining bad conditions and poverty 
,meanwhile we are still talking about developing the 
women an countryside.!! 
On that base, the subject of our report  is studying the 
conditions of the women in Egyptian countryside, their 
needs and the most important problems which face them 
in the economical changes ,country lives in , which aim ,in 
one of its aspects, the agriculture sector. The research 
takes the conditions of the peasants women in 
Elmalaheya as a model, hence it depend essentially on 
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the vision of the women of the problem to their 
problems and the solutions they suggest, in the time in 
which the most of studies depend on party or 
governmental  visions, far from the testimonies of these 
women and in most of the time without any reference to  
them. 
The problem of the report is summarized in studying the 
developing and life requirements of the poor families 
women in the Egyptian countryside under reality of 
changed economic ,leaning to unjust in distribution both 
wealth and opportunities which are proper to the decent 
life. 
The report is aiming to the following points: 

- Producing a scientific knowledge of the women 
reality in the Egyptian countryside ,their needs 
and abstracts they face, 

- Browsing the ways and means .which women 
use to overcome the bad conditions of their life 
and reaching to      solutions based upon their 
experience, 

- Enabling the civil society organizations with its 
kinds to practice its social role which aims to 
protect the conditions ,interests of poor sectors 
and the victims of the economical policies 
including women in Egyptian countryside. 

In addition ,our report was trying to answer the following 
questions: 

- What are the economical and social 
circumstances surrounded by women in the 
countryside from the childhood through their life 
to what after the marriage and begetting 
children? 

- What are the factors which force them to work? 
and What are the changes which intervene on 
their works under the economical changes? 

- What are the women needs  which enable them 
to face the downfall of their economical, social 
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and cultural conditions? 
- What is the role the different parties can play? 

,what are these parties? and what rule should 
all parties lean in pleading of these women’s 
rights? 

Although we have met a high difficulty in finding 
issues and material data concerning our report, we 
have leaned to some studies which gave general vision 
and including general information about the subject. 

We used in this report the attributive or question style  
in gathering and analyzing the subject. 
A quasi- random group of women was chosen in the 
village conditional to include families women .we have 
kept to be included a different categories of age and to be 
belonged the peasants poor families ((lessees, little 
owners, landless  ))  
The geographical scope of the research is limited in 
Elmalaheya village, Beba station, BanySweef 
Governorate. It is one of the villages which includes a 
huge rate of lessees whose land was taken under the law 
96/92 and Which its inhabitants conditions have seen a 
big economic slide affected on the women basically. 
Data gathering takes about three months ,the biggest 
part of it was spent in the application field. 
Notable, the legal interview was used ,depending on the 
field’s notices  of the researchers and leaning to some 
governmental associations such as the agricultural 
society, the branch of the credit bank and the local unit in 
the village. 
Interview questionnaire has been used also but in 
flexibility to give women the chance to retail their 
conditions freely with preserving the general frame of the 
questionnaire. 
There was some hinders  such as the poverty of the 
Egyptian library to issues concerned with the subject of 
the report ,thus push us to depend on the field study 
Also the difficulty of women conviction with the important 
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of talking them ,as the  useless idea, of such matter 
,predominates them. Thus it takes time to hold a natural 
connection with them and to let down the questions of the 
questionnaire mostly.  
 
Secondly: Women of Elmalaheya“ From Exhaustion 
To Sufferance” 
This chapter overviews the infra structure of Elmalaheya 
village in trying to monitor the conditions and      
circumstances in which the peasants live in. 
 
Elmalaheya village: a bitter reality 
Elmalaheya village is one of the small villages 
subordinated to Beba station in Banysweef governorate 
..It is ,as most of Banysweef`s villages which  parallel to 
Nile ,carried with a narrow agricultural band . the greatest 
part of that land is owned by a few people which may 
be counted in the fingers of one hand, But in exception 
sparse areas, each of them do not exceed one feddan , 
are owned by a few number of peasants about 30% . 
Most of Elmalaheya land was in the possession of lessees 
before the agricultural leasing law. The principal practice 
of the most habitants was agriculture ,hence Elmalaheya 
does not have production projects or governmental 
associations to assimilate the labour there, except some 
rare opportunities in the agricultural society , Awkaf 
(Islamic clerk) or in bakery, about 3% of village’s men 
work in these practices. 
Before the governmental prohibiting  of making bricks with 
arable silt ,there was four workshops for making bricks, 
work in them a number of village's habitants especially 
women(about 50% of women) but these workshops 
were closed time ago.  
As all of forgotten villages in Egypt, the village did not 
enjoy the pure drink water  until the nineties ,also no one 
had been benefited  but little proportion(about 1%) who 
have the ability to pay fees of water installation, While the 
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rest of people depend on abdominal water pumps, which 
have become pollutant as a result of mixing its water with 
sewage water, or on public hydrant, which have been 
closed by local authority in order to enforce habitants to 
pay for water installation . 
Some others get their water from the houses which God 
Gifted it a water installation!!. 
As all forgotten villages, the village does not have a clinic 
unit or even drugstore ,so habitants depend on the clinic 
unit in the neighbor village or have to travel to Beba or 
Baneysweef far from the village 20 Km. As to drugs ,the 
only way to beget is either traveling or ask a commuter to 
Baneysweef or Cairo to buy it ,Until one of the habitants 
,who works in a hospital in Baneysweef, found an 
inelegant idea .This idea is to pass through the village's 
habitant every night on his bicycle carrying what they want  
of drugs and selling it to them. 
Habitants are whispering among them that this man built a 
big house from his drugs trade ,meanwhile they think that 
man find a solution for their big problem. 
The education association did not invade Elmalaheya 
until nineties when a primary school and a small 
eliminating illiterate class  have been built .the 
students  of other education grades have to go on foot  
half hours daily to go to Eldaba-ana prep school  on 5Klm  
distance or commute to Beba or Baneysweef secondary 
schools. 
Elmalaheya does not enjoy with transport net to connect it 
with neighbor villages ,so habitants travel long distances 
on foot to arrive any of these villages then they can move 
to Beba or Baneysweef city. 
The most dangerous problem in the village is the big 
numbers of habitants, amount to 65%, who suffer from the 
infection of liver hepatitis as a result to drinking polluted 
water especially when the pollution reached to abdominal 
water, which the habitants depend on ,because its water 
have been mixed with the sewage water coming from 
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destructed drain basin in the houses. Great number of  
death cases in the village ,especially among men, is 
referred to the epidemic hepatitis liver virus “C”. 
 
Secondly: Women of Elmalaheya“ From               
Exhaustion To Sufferance”           
 
During this conditions, women in Elmalaheya play a big 
role  in the poor families life ,lessees and others of poor 
people. Girl, in the very beginning of its life ,divides herself 
in such a manner to be able to help her mother in 
maintaining the children and cattle ,selling dairy ,livestock 
and crops and helping father in cultivating lands, in case 
he is a land possessor ,helping in any other works such as 
selling fish which father fishes from Nile , selling bricks 
which father makes or working by day in others land. 
In past girls, in Elmalahyea and other villages of 
Baneysweef, go in groups, under leadership of persons 
contractor, to the desert  to gather wormwood babon ,an 
impish plant used in medical purposes . 
The daily fees for each one of them was five piasters for a 
hard day work .More than 70% of village women was 
gathering babon in the past twentieth years. Girl’s exit 
from her father’s house to her husband’s house is nothing 
but moving to a new stage of exhaustion. Husband ,in the 
most of time, is not differ from the father from the social 
conditions point of view, accordingly she has to live in a 
room from his father’s house ,spends the rest of her life in 
that room and redistributes herself among bigger 
responsibilities ,in service husband's family and children 
whom she begotten .More than 90% of women’s village 
in the houses of their husband’s  fathers. plus the 
economic activity which almost  each  woman does, with 
no exception, where she works in her husbands 
possession ,if he has some, and performs what may be 
related to that of maintaining cattle and selling it’s 
products ,all that is done without any private payment, 
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works in her own possession which is inherited in leasing 
from her parent ,practices a day paid work in other’s land 
or sets up an economical private project such as selling 
vegetables or dairy foods ,participating in a cattle or 
maintaining cattle. She, in all cases, is considered the  
principal side in the family, it may happen that man 
married another woman or may be attacked by a fatal 
disease or died, in all of such cases the woman is 
responsible for keeping the unity of the family, raising and 
maintaining children. Rarely a widow resorts to marry, 
whatever young age she is, so long as she has children. 
Proportion of widow women in the village reaches to 
about 30 % approximately. 
By time passing and the increasing of the economic   
squeeze as to poor peasants, specially after 
implementation of agricultural leasing law, the burdens 
have been largely increased upon women specially widow 
women and those who works in the agriculture sector. 
The extraction of lands under law 96/1992 led to  a 
dangerous downfall in the life conditions of most lessees 
inhabitants and little owners who possess one feddan or 
less. The apportion of these owners reaches to 75% of 
the total village’s inhabitants. The income breakdown, 
which the mentioned law has made  by depriving the 
family from the possession of its land and cattle , enforced 
a good health and workable husband to work for daily fee 
in others land or travel to Cairo to work in a  temporary 
business, on there side women have become pushed, 
under needs pressure ,to work for daily fee in others land 
for long hours ,meanwhile the other resources of income, 
which women was charged basically, has been decreased 
such as selling dairy foods and corps. These women 
are estimated with about 70%.In cases which the role of 
husband, in participating in income ,is lost whether the 
reason is weakness ,sickness or death ,the woman 
charged with maintaining the family ,who has lost her or 
her husband’s possession ,has become out of 
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permanent resource but the pensions which given to 
widows or insured spouses , It is too small salaries. 
The law affected on the labour market in the village as 
pressure increased on the temporary limited works after 
land lost. Accordingly the women work opportunities 
are largely decreased , as landless women was 
depending on such works , before the implementation of 
that law, especially these women do not enjoy with the 
opportunity of traveling to Cairo for working . 
On other side the girls conditions badly increased, as the 
proportion of girls evading schools to work for daily fee 
has increased. Even in cases where girl enables to get a 
middle certification, she does not get a job within the 
permitted extent to move so she has to wait the 
marriage. The worst of that is these old women  in 
Elmalaheya ,who have to work in their old ages under the 
pressure of need and poverty, as their  sons do not play a 
role in supplying them with money because the poverty 
sons suffer from specially after marriage. Also the few 
pounds that women get as pension do not fulfill the 
necessary needs. 
  
Thus law of agricultural leasing and effects followed by it, 
was added to the difficulties which Elmalaheya village 
lives in ,that village deprived from any medical, 
transportation, education or  culture services ..etc. its 
effect reached to include poor and  destitutes sector in the 
whole village including landless. 
Accordingly, women in Elmalaheya found their selves in a 
condition which comes from worse to worst by time 
passing ,meanwhile there is no intention to help them 
facing the hardness of life where there the projects of 
social fund does not reach to them .In addition to, enforce 
women carrying the kitchen ware three time or more daily 
because of uninstalling houses with water , their absolute 
responsibility of family home affairs ,kids and husband 
,also the responsibility of participating in family income or 
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family maintenance in some cases and un getting the 
sufficient medical care or proper food ,women nowadays 
suffer too much of hardness life conditions ,fall down of 
wages and decreasing work opportunities. There is no 
promising changes on the women side in the coming 
future  although efforts      was declared to compensate 
women possessed land with alternate land instead of that 
they had lost under the law of 96/1992 , erect small 
projects to work these women specially those who 
maintain families and give them loans to erect their own 
projects  .      
All that has an unsound effect in Elmalaheya village as 5% 
of women have been received an alternate land as the 
conditions under which these women was given alternate  
land  do not permit to consider it a real compensation to 
the lost of land possession. 
Plus that these lands need to money and years of work to 
be arable ,it is located in Asyuot governorate which 
women spend 8 hours to arrive there by 3rd  grade train   
When women protested that lands, they was given  
promises to deliver them another lands in Fayoum 
governorate but nothing of these promises came to the 
truth. On other side there is no effect in Elmalaheya to the 
claimed small projects. All of economic projects existed 
there are limited within selling and buying some 
vegetables, fruits, grocery, raising up cattle (10%) and 
bakery (5%) .all these projects are women creating and 
have no connection with governmental small projects. 
Women of Elmalaheya did not enjoy with the opportunity 
of getting small loans to erect production projects unless 
the rural woman loan which no one of them had the 
courage to ask   lest inability of redemption. Even if loans  
are offered with reasonable guarantees ,it must exist a 
well planned efforts to help these women in setting up 
projects, train them on  different kinds of projects and 
create some warranties to protect these women against  
jailing or judicial  pursuit in case of failing to redemption. 
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There are no national societies which can fulfill this role in 
the village, so  it is deprived from that role. 
Also the continuous price increasing of the basic   
commodities, especially after the implementation of 
the agricultural  leasing law ,has made the pension 
which widows and divorced women get is too low to be 
sufficient cause  it does not exceed 50 pounds in the best 
cases. 
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Thirdly: Forgotten says & rural witnesses  
 
In the beginning ,there was three women who was sitting 
on the edge of the El-ibrahimeya  waterway which waters 
the land of Elmalaheya. They did not have any specific  
vision about what we have come for. But they have a 
desire to retail. It may be a women habit in entertaining 
themselves. Each of them was sinking in a long chain of 
memories through the past time in her family house and 
the first days of marriage..these memories were slipping 
through long days of exhaustion ,condition of difficulty and 
the endless worry..They did not stop retailing..It was 
stupendous that they were asking every  woman on the 
way  to sit with us ,then that woman puts down her grass 
parcel or saucer pan full of water and engulfs in a stream 
of tales..In fact there was an inner desire to express their 
selves which have been beaten by the hardness of life 
conditions. they felt when they met us that the chance, to 
say their word, is in hands. We retail the tales of these 
women as follow:-  
 
 
1. Om-Elsaad 

A 45 years lady ,  married ,in her twenty, a man 
older than her with 30 year. She was afraid of losing 
the marriage chance. She belongs to a poor family 
consists of six brothers .this family has nothing but 
the body effort of its member. 
Father was making brick meanwhile mother and son were 
selling it. Om-Elasaad and some of her sisters was 
appended to groups of girls who go to Baneysweef to 
gather a kind of medical herb named “the Babon 
wormwood” for five piasters a day. Om-Elsaad said” It was 
                                                 

 Names in the report are false names , We preserve the real names to keep the privacy of 
cases. 
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a very hard work ,we was looking for Babon in the desert 
at any time of the year and I had to work in this practice 
cause selling bricks ,which my father makes , was a 
seasonal  work and we needed money”. She added that 
she left this worry to live in a bigger one after marriage 
with Hajj Abdou whom she did not imagine to live with 
man like him. She is young and pretty while Hajj Abdou 
come to old age .With that ancient man ,Om-Elsaad 
commenced a new grade of her life, or lets say her 
gradual  death, as she moved from the two rooms, which 
she lived in for twenty years with her mother and family ,to 
one room in the house of her  mother in law which father 
in law and the four sister in law live in. In that single room 
,without electricity or water until now ,Om-Elsaad begotten 
her six kids Maarouf,Sayed,Sanaa,Shereifa,Mohamadeen 
and Samah In addition to four kids died before facing their 
dark destiny. 
After finishing her proportion in servicing the individuals of 
the family and the buffalo, Om-Elsaad was sitting every 
morning on the lintel to sell vegetables. The eight Carats 
Which her husband inherited by leasing and his paid work 
for daily fee in others land were not sufficient to fill the 
hungry mouths whom she adds to them another one every 
one or two years  
By time passing, burdens were increased upon her 
shoulder .the land lease  law deprived them from the eight 
Carats which was supplying them with yields and buffalo’s 
feed. Hajj Abdou began to be affected with sickness and 
became laying in bed un able to practice any work four 
years ago when they begotten Ibrahim, the last child. The 
family have become without any income source but selling 
vegetables on the lintel which may earn maximum 4 
pounds a day, because most of the poor in the village buy 
on credit. Mother and her daughters Sanaa (16 years old ) 
and Shereifa (15 years old) spell  on working .Both 
Sayed(20 years old) and Maarouf(18 years old) go to 
Cairo for work for daily fee on selling tissues or service in 
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a café or restaurant ,they back home every couple week 
with 80 pounds  in the best cases. The income of this 
family ,consisted of nine persons, does not exceed 300 
pounds per month ,coming from a temporary works except 
the pension which the father gets monthly. This miserable 
income must fulfill the family daily expenditure of food and 
husband’s medicine for liver hepatitis. In a few years the 
adult sons and daughters are going to be married and 
have their own life far from the dark room while the mother 
Om-Elsaad keeping on the exhaustion journey in caring 
the husband and the young kids (Mahmoud,Efrag and 
Ibrahim).The eighty old husband may be died to put an 
end to the  life of that lady who come alone to her maturity 
age ..Alone and has three kids the youngest is in his four 
age. 
 
 
2-Alyea 
She is 25 years old . From the very beginning, she 
realizes that work is a natural matter .She watched 
her mother carrying the fish scuttle ,which Amm 
Mohammed have fished from the Nile ,and moved 
around the village’s districts shouting “ come he 
who wants fresh fish” 
When mother is busy of her much tasks ,Alyea goes out 
alone to perform that role. As the fishing ,which the father 
was practicing , was fairly sufficient to feed kids ,no one of 
them have been educated in school. 
In her nineteen age Alyea was engaged to Sayed 
Hammouda ,who was older than her by ten years. He was 
going to fish with Hajj Mohammed. The conditions of 
Sayed were little better. He inherited with his brothers from 
his father one  feddan in leasing. he was cultivating it and 
raising up a couple cattle .Hence Alyea was hopping to 
live as a” home lady “after marriage with him. She will not 
have to work except at home ,even in the case of work at 
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farm it will not be bitter than moving around the village at 
dawn to sell fish. As soon as two years passed after Alyea 
had occupied a room in the house of her husband ,she 
begotten Mohammed and had pregnant her second child 
“Nahed”, the law of lease land have destroyed her dream 
in stability .The land has been raped and the family was 
forced to sell the cattle because of unable to feed it. 
History usually repeats itself in a worst shape , The 
husband Sayed chose to work by daily fee in various 
practices including fishing like Alyea`s father.Alyea has 
become forced to move around the districts of the village 
shouting “fresh fish”. Any way fish selling no longer afford 
a profit under the poverty which the village suffers from. 
Hence Alyea and her husband Sayed were pushed to 
descend the narrow valley which encircles the village to 
work for daily fee. Alyea was working in the farms and  
without fee in the family house while she had pregnant in 
her third daughter Jameela whom she begotten two years 
ago. Although the income of Sayed ,his wife ,his three 
brothers and their wives do not fairly sufficient to pay for 
food ,Alyea is waiting for her new baby who is going to 
come within five months, in case he overcomes the 
abortion perils and misfeeding which she is suffering 
Although she and her husband do not know exactly how 
they will afford the expenditure on the needs of their three 
children in absence a permanent work, they like others n 
the village think that begetting more children is a 
mechanical operation has no connection to destiny’s acts 
,it is all livelihoods of God. 
 
 

3-Samar 
A lady in 35 age ,she lived very difficult conditions 
before getting married. Her mother died ,leaving her 
and her three sisters. She was the youngest of them. 
her father married another woman and begotten four 
kids. 
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Because she was the youngest her sister married and left 
her alone to suffer the torments of step mother who was 
not concern but her kids and a poor father his daily fee 
fairly sufficient his day food. She was forced to work 
almost in all available works in her ten age, she worked in 
bricks workshops which Elmalaheya involves four of it, 
gathering the wormwood Babon in the desert of 
Baneysweef with others of village’s girls and worked in the 
arable land for daily fee .She still works and works to be 
able to feed herself and save some money to buy the 
house ware and clothes of her marriage ,it was her only 
dream to leave that home and stop that work and 
exhaustion. When she came to the age of fourteen 
,Ashour Mashkour, who was worked as a sentry, asked 
her for marriage. It is true that he is nineteen years elder 
than her but he is a governmental  officer ,also he had a 
number of leased Carats .Any way she had no opportunity 
to think ,as Amm Metwaly find lastly the chance to get ride 
of one of his daughters burden. Samar moved to the 
house of her mother in law. Only nine months later, as it is 
common in the countryside ,Samar begotten her first child 
“Salem”. After two years she laid her second child to fill 
the stricken family house of shouting plus the already  
existed kids. A long chain of kids did not still alive but five, 
some was died in his first year affected with aridity and 
entrails brash .Some had not seen the light originally 
because of misfeeding or the insufficient rest of the 
mother. The result is one daughter and four sons ,the 
eldest in twelve age and the youngest in eight age 
.Because of being an officer and landless but some leased 
Carats  ,the father was caring about getting a certification 
for all of his kids to afford a permanent job. Salem ,22 
years old ,obtained the agriculture diploma, Mansour ,16 
years old, is studying a diploma ,Adnan ,11 years old, in 
fourth grade at primary school and Hossam ,8 years old, 
in second grade at primary school. Omneya ,17 years old, 
did not get any education because of being the second 
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among her brothers ,parents preferred to stay her at home 
in order to help her mother in maintaining the kids and 
give hands in selling vegetables which enables the family 
in the life because the hundred pounds salary of the 
sentry do not suffice after the Carats was dispossessed 
with the implementation of the lease law. After twenty two 
years of marriage ,Samar did not realize her dreams . She 
did not feel ,at any day, that she lives her own life in the 
existence of mother in law and sisters in law . She did not 
even feel with comfort ,she was always forced to work 
either in serving the family of her husband ,the kids ,th 
husband or selling vegetables. The eldest of her kids has 
not get the governmental job which she was dreaming of 
,Salem works in a third grade restaurant in Cairo. The 
same destiny is waiting  for Mansour , Adnan and Hossam 
if they accomplished their education. 
4- Abla 
 
 Abla is a 60 years old lady .When Hajj Hassaneen 
married her in the fifties the conditions was different 
from what it is now. In her father’s home she was 
working in the leased feddan ,which her father 
possessed ,with her brothers and sisters .She did not 
educated in school like others in that days. 
When she moved to live in her husband house ,the case 
did not change so much. She was going to the family farm 
to practice the same works after doing the housework and 
the required work in the barn. 
After her father in law has died ,her husband became an 
owner of an independent home and a half of feddan. Days 
passed carrying many changes and making the leased  
land income insufficient to the family consisted of mother 
,father and four daughters managed to be alive. Abla so 
was forced to practice a number of works with daily fee in 
the land of others .She also practiced a practice which she 
was famous of in the village, it is the building of home 
oven in which peasants make a special widespread kind 
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of light bread called ”Bettaw”  in upper Egypt . it is different 
from the lower Egypt bread which has the same name. 
Hence the family income depends on the land, a cattle 
and the seasonal  work of the wife. It does not come up to 
Alba’s mind that after long age ,in the hardness of old age 
,she will not find any help but the “Bettaw ovens”. Years 
have passed , the four daughters married , the land was 
lost with the lease law and the husband died leaving her 
the house she rooms in and 49 pound the monthly 
pension .Nothing else helps her in the hardness of life ,old 
age and loneliness as daughters have married and sank in 
their own worry. Because of the pension is not sufficient 
the elementary needs of the old woman, she ,who the 
woman of sixty five years old, is still waiting for a request 
from any one to build a Bettaw oven or to peel corn for 
some pounds ,eggs or vegetables..  
 
 
5 - Somayea 
She is 49 years old. In her thirteen age moved from 
the house of her father, who possessed a leased 
feddan, to the house of Hassan , who worked as a 
baker. As to her, it was a real movement .the marriage 
spared her from the hardness of farm work because 
her husband did not work in that work or in arable as 
she did before. Also She was not enforced to live in 
the house of his family as she had a private house 
with couple rooms. 
Although what mentioned before she was setting up some 
elementary projects such as raising up livestock , cattle 
and selling its products to the habitants of the village to aid 
in the house expends. Fourteen years passed ,Somaya in 
a reasonable stability ,She begotten five daughters ,the 
first was Fatema 35 years old currently. After some failed 
tries in begetting un completed pregnancy child and died 
fetus in the first months ,she  begotten four daughters in 
sequence seven years ,Warda ,14 years old, was the last 
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one. When Hassan found that the last child  was a girl 
,told his wife that he would not condescend the future child 
to be a male and he will not accept that all his successors 
to be females. But the fate did not let her to try that hard 
test ,there was a harder one waiting for her. One year later 
begetting the new born baby ,The husband’s liver was 
decayed by hepatitis .Accordingly he was unable to spend 
on his cure and died after few months leaving Somayea 
struggling alone to feed five girls .The wife did not have an 
income resource but the 70 pounds of the died husband 
pension .Although she was in the thirties of her age she 
refused the offers of marriage  ,fearing about her 
daughters of a strange step father who may be poor and 
refuses their existence with him. Somayea has submitted 
to the fate an decided to naturalize with her new 
conditions . She was not manage  to  go out for daily fee 
work as there was not any one who may care with the little 
children, so she depended on the pension an some 
supports which the girls uncle, who work seasonally, may 
after to them .Uncle was  clothing the  children  an 
supplying them with money to the food. Because 
Somayea was overtaken with the surprises of the fate ,she 
decided to educate her girls .After the marriage of the 
eldest girl ,the mother kept with Amany to help her in 
home ,while Manar and Sohir 16,18 years old 
accomplished their education and obtained the commerce 
diploma from Baneysweef but Warda did not accomplish 
her education. Somayea said” while I was not able to work 
the pension was insufficient and the assistances of kids 
uncle was limited as he was a hack .I was selling some 
simple things to afford food for my daughters and I was 
saving some money. Once I collected some money I went 
to buy something of marriage equipment for my 
daughters. Now my daughters is married unless Warda 14 
years old ,one day the right man will come to her.  It was 
hard days but I can say that I am resting now after 
marriage of my daughters .it is true I was dreaming of 
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begetting a man to live with me in the couple rooms with 
his kids .Any way my daughters caring with me from one 
day to another .one can not getting every thing in his life’ 
 
  6 - Thorayya: 
 
She is 35 years old and is not originally from 
Elmalaheya. Her father, the textile merchant, was 
taking her with him when coming and touring in the 
neighboring villages. Fourteen years ago, she was going 
about the houses of customers in Elmalaheya with her 
father. Sobhi Abou Hatab, who was working with daily fee 
in the arable land, saw her and was attracted with the 
beauty of the young plucky girl. Her father sent her to 
collect the owed money from the customers while he was 
taking a cup of tea in one of the houses of the village. 
Uncle Sobhi was astonished when Sobhi requested a 
deluxe woolen garment to be dressed in his marriage 
ceremony, and expressed his wish to be with Sorayea, 
uncle Sobhy`s daughter. One month later, Soreya was in 
one of Elmalaheya houses and began her new life with 
Sobhy, and it was not an easy life. She is a stranger in the 
village. The family was not goodwill with her especially 
when she conditioned from the beginning a separate 
house. She had not any relatives in the village but her 
husband. Thorayya Said” My mother in law does not love 
me because I am a stranger and poor. I have no 
refrigerator as my sisters-in-law to cool bottles for her. I 
cannot gift her kilo of meat, my kids do not taste it but in 
feast days. In fourteen years Thorayya begotten six kids, 
two sons and four daughters .The few pounds did not 
sufficient them specially when she and her husband 
insisted to educate all their kids, boys and girls. The 
exhaustion journey was begun with selling bread and 
Tammeya “Egyptian cake” to the village inhabitants. She 
was waking up in the dawn and going to the only bakery 
among four villages. She was suffering too much of hustle 
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and people jam around the bakery, she had to stand for 
hours and hours, sometimes she may be pregnant. She 
continued in that work for a long time, She and her 
husband enabled within that period to enter Hany 11 years 
old, Maryam 14 years old and Samir 9 years old to school. 
Then she decided to work in another thing, as bread and 
Tameya was not profit to them any more. She shared with 
some others in a cow and a bullock. She maintained, fed 
them from neighbors` fields whom owners do not object 
on abandon of some grasses to her, finally she take half of 
what may be given of milk by these cattle and half of the 
price in case of selling them. As to husband couple years 
ago he had got a job in one of the mosques subordinated 
to Awqaf ministry for 100 pounds per month, and give up 
daily fee work. The money she gets from her work, 
whether now or before, forms an essential part in the 
family income. She said” Water was not installed to our 
house, I had to water my family by filling from the public 
tap, which the local authority have closed, twice a day or 
more. So I constituted a credit group to get five hundred 
pounds and install water to my house. She thinks that the 
exhaustion way is still so long as her kids are young, the 
eldest is 14 years old. She prays to God to give her and 
the husband health to continue the education of kids and 
marry them because she does not want any of her kids to 
leave study for work as they do not possess neither arable 
land or properties “but if we have to then there is no way 
and I will do my best for not being so” 
 
7-Taheya: 
 
She is 68 years old .Married  Azmy ,who worked as a 
miller ,in her twenties .She lived with him for some 
years without begetting kids , after hopeless efforts 
she begotten her first and last daughter. Azmy 
expected that may be the beginning and the house will 
be crowded with kids in the closed future , but this 
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would not had been . 
He decided to marry another woman to beget  kids for him 
,divorce the ex wife was the condition of the new one and 
he did. Azmy did not afford any care to the daughter 
whom Taheya has begotten ,especially when the new wife 
begotten for him  a queue of boys. She had to depend on 
herself to educate her daughter .She moved to live in a 
room in the house of her father which became in the 
possessing of her brother and his family. She was 
depending on her brother to feed, especially after her ex 
husband had abandon any rights of her , as his salary was 
not enough to give hand even he wanted to. She did not 
mange to marry again ,because of her reputation of 
begetting females !!!.She go out for work daily fee in 
others land to enable to educate her only daughter and 
save some money to afford her marriage requirements. 
After years she leased one third feddan. She was 
cultivating it herself. She kept working in that land until her 
daughter obtained the commerce diploma .Beside what 
may come in real from that land “grains and crops” ,she 
was maintaining cattle in addition to 44 pounds the social 
pension she gets monthly. But She had to depend on the 
social pension alone after the land was lost in a result to 
the implementation of the agricultural  lease law. She also 
sells cattle and livestock which her daughter helps her in 
maintaining it. The only hope of Aunt Taheya is to find a 
job for her daughter to enable her in life and marriage 
requirements. Notable that her ex-husband have died long 
years ago leaving nothing but a number of kids and a wife 
suffering because they have no income resource. 
 
8- Mansoura : 
 
She is 51 years old .her husband Mohammed died  30 
years ago ,affected with the liver hepatitis, leaving her 
with Mahmoud ,the 2 old years baby ,and Gamalat 
who was in her 40 hours old when her father died. 
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Amm Mohammed was cultivating 8 leased Carats in 
addition to raising up ,with his wife help, a shared 
buffalo. After his death ,Mansoura became responsible 
for farming these carats and raising up the shared buffalo 
.she  gets 50 pounds monthly as a pension. She refused 
to marry and preferred to caring her little kids although she 
was pretty and young. She was keeping to work alone in 
farming the land until the kids finished their medium 
education. After that Mahmoud was more able to give 
hand with his mother in farming the leased land and work 
in others land for daily fee .Both daughter and son were 
married ,but the son and his wife lived with his mother in 
the house .The son worked in the leased land and work in 
others land for daily fee until the implementation of the 
leased arable law which taken off the land and then they 
sold the buffalo. The son had to practice a temporary 
works in Cairo for not more forty pounds a week .When his 
wife begotten his two kids ,he was forced to accompany 
his family to live in Cairo with him .He used to send some 
money for his mother from  time to time ,next he began 
gradually to give up that habit. Aunt Mansoura found that 
she is affected with liver hepatitis, then she kept in bed. 
She said”…My son took me to Cairo where there are 
facilities and equipment for my cure in Kasr Elainy hospital 
,where I got an operation ,after a full year of waiting, cost 
200 pounds my son collect them from his mates. Also my 
drugs must be taken continuously according to doctor’s 
advice, it is expensive and I have to save money from 
which my son may hardly send to buy it from Baneysweef 
as there is no pharmacy in the village. 
Thus years are passing and her husband left her in her 
twenties to become in her latest age unable to pay for her 
medicine and without income resource but a small 
pension and without a partner to live with her. 
 
9- Shadya 
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She is 48 years old .Married 30 years ago with Gouda 
who is older than her with 27 years and who was 
married  two times before. But hi ex wives did not 
beget him any kids then he divorced one and the other 
was kept when he married Shadya. Before marriage 
Shadya was living bad conditions with her step 
mother after her mother died, then she had no choice 
but to marry the first man offered marriage. 
When she came to the husband house ,she found her self 
with another wife to her husband. She understood very 
well that she must beget a lot of kids to take her right  
position in the house. She did the role which was 
expected to be done by her . She begotten 9 kids (6 boys 
and 3 girls other than those who died).Beside caring kids 
Shadya was working in the leased land of her husband, 
giving hand with the other wife in home services ,raising 
up the livestock and maintaining the cattle. It was a very 
hard life but Shadya tried to save some money from 
selling eggs, livestock and butter to be able to pay the 
education fee of the kids. Three of her kids have obtained 
the diploma while two was in primary school and the rest 
was not educated to help her mother in the house service. 
The 22 Carats  leased land was not enough to store the 
kids also they did not find jobs so they moved to Cairo to 
find a daily fee work. When the land was taken off in 1997 
and sold the buffalo the same results mentioned before 
was occurred. 
The current family income resources are the 79 Pounds 
pension of the husband monthly and 100 pounds monthly 
the sum which kids get monthly in daily fee work. Shadya 
said “I hope to marry my daughters and accomplish the 
education of the other kids ….”. Shadya nowadays 
suffering gristle pains in her back because of the repetition 
of pregnancy and begetting , the bad food and working in 
the land farming for long times. She cannot buy the 
medicine in usual times but as she said “ Whenever I have 
five or six pounds ,I buy the required drugs” 
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10- Marzouka 
 
She is 45 years old .in her childhood ,when she was 
15 years old, she lived in a pure poverty family . All 
that family, father , mother and seven kids, works in 
the others lands. As soon as a child completes seven 
years old he finds himself among the casual workers 
and participates in feeding his family. 
Galal ,in that far days, was looking for a bride to beget him 
the kids he dreamed with as his wife in hand was barren. 
He chose Marzouka who was 10 years younger than him 
.As to her he was the right man hence he possesses half 
feddan of leased land , a cow and a number of cattle. As 
soon as she had begotten her first boy she get her right 
position and followed him a train of children, other than 
those who died .The life was not less hardness than it was 
,she kept working in the leased land even after her 
husband had died 8 years ago. Income which produced 
from the land ,selling eggs and butter ..etc, was not 
sufficient unless to the basic needs such as food ,clothes 
..etc. this was why no one of the kids except Sahar (9 
years old) was educated .When her husband died he left 
nothing except the leased land which lost after the 
implementation of the leased land law mentioned before. 
Then she had to work in selling livestock , cattle to get an 
income resource beside the daily fee work which her son 
gets sometimes. After the death of the working son she 
found herself alone and sourceless hence she had to work 
in the houses an farms of others. She said” it is the 
poverty which died my son ,we did not have the price of 
the drugs to cure from the damn liver hepatitis. All the 
people of the village are affected with that ugly sickness 
as the drink a polluted water … the exhaustion is endless 
my daughter”. 
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11- Hanan 
 
 
She is thirty years old . when she was thirteen years 
old ,she married Harb who was eighteen years old in 
that time. The little girl moved from her father’s home, 
where she did not have to work in the leased feddan 
which her father possessed, to live in a room in the 
house of her husband’s family  . That young man who 
leased 18 Carats and shared in a cow to enable him in 
marriage. 
The little girl found her self carrying a numerous burdens 
in the new house ,working at home ,caring kids and the 
farm work but she accepted patiently that fate. She 
begotten four kids and although the poverty and real 
difficulty she insisted from the very beginning to educate 
them all to avoid the sufferance in which their parents 
lived in. She believed in all times that her kids are her only 
dream in a better life after accomplishment their education 
said “ I hope my kids to be in a better conditions than we 
had”. 
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Fourthly: Results and information 
 
the study of the reality of Elmalaheya figures that these 
women ,who belong to various poor families  of tenant or 
daily wage - labors ( about 75% of the women sample 
belong to leased land possessed families ) and live in hard 
conditions. 
 
� About 90% of them work before marriage in their 

fathers’ farms without wage or in other activities. 

� 95.7% of them work after marriage with their 

husbands in their farms, keeping livestock or 

selling vegetables and bread. 

� 50% of these women become responsible of 

their families after their husbands’ death. Even if 

their husbands are alive, women incomes are 

essential for families’ life. 

� 90% of these families that are evicted from their 

farms, the women play an important role in 

protecting them from hunger that they establish 

small projects to save money for life expenses. 

� Although most of them are more than forty-year, 

they are still working. 

� Only one lady in this village goes for eliminating 

her illiteracy but she did not continue more than 

one week. 
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� 80% of husbands died because of liver hepatitis 

that has no treatment in the village. 

� 80% of the girls, who release from education in 

order to work, marry although they are so young 

that repeats the same inferior conditions of 

women. 

�   70% of women have no health care while the 

other 30% have poor treatment without any 

medicine because it is expensive in addition to 

absence of clinic or pharmacy. 

� Only one lady obtained a loan from developing 

and agricultural credit bank. 50% of them are fear 

not to be able to pay back the money to the bank. 

The others have no idea about these loans 

especially for women. 
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Fifthly: Final Remarks 
 
When talking about the reality of women in Elmalaheya 

or generally in the Egyptian countryside  ,we can’t 

separate between women conditions and the social and 

economical frame of the society. It is true women are 

suffering illitracy and negativism  as to political 

participation in their societies . it is true they are not 

aware of  many of the modern age matters including 

something seem to be basic an necessary ; but we 

cannot overview all that without concerning the 

conditions which relate to woman and the way in which 

state and concerned bodies direct not only woman but 

the countryside  also as a whole. It is sure that girls 

education and work will be absolutely different if their 

family have money to accomplish their education , and if 

the state and the concerned bodies have the effective 

plans to give that girls the opportunity to work  in a 

productive projects .Accordingly she will impose a 

different reality upon the small society and she will 

reflect another value instead of that she represent as an 

illiterate girl all she does is to serve all from childhood to 

death. Also it is assured that wives and mothers  

conditions will be much different as to the level of 
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awareness if the find enough time ,proper work 

opportunity ,proper income and the developing services 

which their village needs. The conditions of peasant and 

farmerette will be better if dealing with redistributing 

agricultural wealth within the countryside have been 

done in such form ensures protection of  agricultural 

sector workers .When there are projects in the 

countryside offer work opportunities, the youth will stop 

their moving to Cairo ,so they will be able to help their 

wives in caring kids in a better manner  and so the case 

will be if schools an transport means are existed . We 

can’t limit the continuous downfall of rural women 

conditions with individual efforts and partial solutions. 

Although the available programmers of awakening are 

honest but it deals with the case at the surface ,so the 

results come ineffective and frustrated . For sorry the un 

governmental organizations and bodies do not go far 

from the governmental shapes and visions. The results 

are a huge gap between the theoretical solutions and 

what is done in the countryside and continuous downfall 

to the life of these women. The economical  directions 

which state may take are able ,by one step .to solve 

many problems or to frustrate the efforts aiming to 

improve the women conditions in countryside . such 

step may be for instance the implementation of Law 96 
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in 1992  and the results followed it. Tens of eliminating 

illiterate programmers did not succeed because people 

are interested in how to feed their families in the 

absence of possessed land . Before that tragically 

condition it is hard but even impossible to able to find a 

real solutions unless we  collect the all efforts .The 

challenge upon all of governmental and national bodies 

in that stage is to enforce the political policies to leave 

its directions to give little attention to these poor people. 

We need to descend to our countryside to see in close 

the condition of Egyptian farmerette , not to read about 

her in the library , As the countryside reality in 1980 is 

different from it is after 1997.We need to believe that 

those poor people are real powerful force, who needs 

our cooperation to protect their rights. We need to 

discuss the problem with other members “parties, 

political forces, local councils, representatives of the 

parliament, journalists, writers, different ministries and 

governmental institutions in the countryside” in order to 

put new policies that guarantee livelihood opportunities 

and suitable income. We hope to develop the living 

conditions of people in the countryside and achieve their 

dreams of health care, real education, clean water, 

balanced meals, suitable income, livelihood 

opportunities and safe life.   
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We need to constitute pressure groups towards the 
government ,parliament and decision makers to crystallize 
a programmer aims to: 

1- Increase the pensions amount which 
women get to be suitable for  getting the 
basic needs (food, medical care ,clothes 
and education etc.) 

2-  Deliver the women who had lost their land 
in implementing the law 96/1992 an 
alternative land or any other  accepted 
compensations , 

3-  encourage and oblige the businessmen to 
invest in the countryside. 

4-  Give women a priority to get loans with 
reasonable rates and guarantees. 

5-  Give a n attention to the development in 
the countryside especially the 
infrastructure projects. 

6-  Saving the health insurance to peasants 
and daily fee workers, especially women 

7-  participate the non governmental 
organizations in offering forms for women 
caring. 

8-  Held a debate with the Egyptian 
government to affiliate and confirm the 
treaties concerned to workers protection in 
agriculture field which have not been 
signed up till now . 

First of all We must co operate to see the various 
dimensions of the problem in a manner far from the 
individual visions of each one, Not as leaders of the war 
but as considered the party who has the ability to organize 
the parties of the case in order to develop the Egyptian 
countryside 
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